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ABSTRACT 
Risk-Based Inspection (RBI) is a realistic approach to an overall inspection program, with policies 

and guidelines to support it, giving major potential benefits. ASME PCC-3 is a guideline, as usual for 
ASME, and does not give many specifics on NDT and the various processes. In general, PCC-3 does not 
state what NDT technique should be used in a given application, though it does address aspects like NDT 
reliability and failure mechanisms. Newer inspection techniques, specifically Automated Ultrasonic Testing 
(AUT), are typically more reliable than older techniques, like manual ultrasonics or radiography. In 
addition, multiple AUT techniques can be used simultaneously, which further improves the Probability of 
Detection. Better reliability and sizing should offer longer periods between inspections. AUT also offers 
good reproducibility, auditable results (when encoded), good defect sizing, plus rapid, cost-effective 
inspections. This paper will describe the advantages of using AUT (specifically phased arrays and TOFD in 
this case) within the context of RBI. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Risk-Based Inspection (RBI) is now common practice in the petrochemical 
industry. RBI is sufficiently well established that ASME has a document called 
“Inspection Planning Using Risk-Based Methods” [1]. This is an extensive document 
outlining the methodology behind developing a risk-based program. The document is 
strong on defining the problem areas, how to review and quantify them (if possible), 
consequences of failure, the damage mechanisms, health-safety-environment features. 
However, the document is weak on defining what inspection techniques should be used 
for each application. These are somewhat defined elsewhere, e.g. HOIS has a computer-
interactive quiz for evaluating the problem and recommending an approach [2]. 
 

The nondestructive testing industry is characterized by fragmentation – of 
technologies and of companies. This is partly due to the wide variety of techniques used 
for different problem areas [3], and also due to specialized applications for some of these 
techniques. In addition, different industries require different NDT techniques. For 
example, we have visual, penetrant, magnetic particle, radiography, ultrasonics and 
several more techniques. In the ultrasonics area, applications in petrochemical are 
significantly different from those in aerospace. Thus it is reasonable to assume that no 
single NDE technique can detect and quantify the many damage mechanisms. 
 

However, a combination of automated ultrasonic techniques can do a great inspection 
performance on many of the defect mechanisms listed. Specifically, phased arrays [4] and 
Time-Of-Flight Diffraction (TOFD) [5] are excellent for weld inspections, plus many 
other applications [6]. This paper defines the advantages of combining phased arrays and 
TOFD. There are other AUT possibilities as well. Specifically, we are considering 
encoded scanning, which offers significant advantages over manual inspections:  

• faster,  
• high defect detection probability, 
• full data storage for subsequent scan comparisons,  
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• auditing,  
• multiple scan patterns, i.e. a combination of S-scans, E-scans and TOFD for 

optimized inspections and multiple defect detection. 
 
AUT INSPECTION TECHNIQUES AND TECHNOLOGIES 
 
Phased Arrays 

Ultrasonic phased arrays are a novel method of generating and receiving 
ultrasound. They use multiple ultrasonic elements and electronic time delays to create 
beams by constructive and destructive interference. As such, phased arrays offer 
significant technical advantages over conventional single-probe ultrasonics; the phased 
array beams can be steered, scanned, swept and focused electronically. The use of phased 
arrays permits optimizing defect detection while minimizing inspection time. Phased 
arrays have been extensively described elsewhere [4].  
 
TOFD – Time-of-Flight Diffraction 

TOFD detects diffracted signals from the tips of defects [5]. These are low 
amplitude, and phase-sensitive, so unrectified signals are used. The normal TOFD set-up 
uses separate pulser and receiver probes on either side of the weld, then scans linearly 
along the weld. Encoded data is collected as a gray-scale B-scan.  
 

 
FIGURE 1: left. Schematic of TOFD set-up; right. Typical TOFD display with defects. 

 
The TOFD configuration needs a transmitter and a receiver using a wide-angle 

beam as shown in Figure 1 (left).  Normally longitudinal waves are used, and these cover 
the full volume from a single probe pair. TOFD detects and records signals diffracted 
from defect tips for both detection and sizing. Four types of wave are used in TOFD as in 
Figure 1 (left). A portion of the signal is lost in the two dead zones (ID and OD), but the 
actual dead zone figure depends on the TOFD configuration, wall thickness, frequency 
and damping. These two dead zones are located near the Lateral Wave and near the 
Backwall reflection.   

Lateral Wave 

Backwall 
Reflection 

Tip diffraction 



 
BENEFITS OF AUT 
 
Improved Defect Detection Probability 

ASME PCC-3 is relatively detached on defect POD (Probability Of Detection), 
and merely asks for the instigators to determine the best method (See section 7.2 c). “… 
determine the effectiveness of inspection programs, particularly the NDE methods 
employed ….”  
 

Unfortunately, there will most likely be no related hard data on the POD for most 
techniques, especially for the specific application under consideration. Figure 2 shows 
POD data from a Dutch Welding Institute trial [6]. Note that this study was done prior to 
phased arrays being commercial, but AUT refers to raster scanning, which is nominally 
identical to phased array E-scans.  
 

There are several comments to be made here: 
1. The actual results will depend on the material, defects, procedure, technique, i.e. a 

range of variables. Consequently, this POD data set is strictly only applicable to a 
limited range of parameters.  

2. The AUT techniques show significantly better POD than the traditional 
techniques of manual UT and radiography.  

3. Combining AUT techniques, which are independent in this case, should improve 
POD significantly more.  

 
If one is using a single technique, the probability of missing a defect is: 
 

Pmiss = 1- Pdetection 

 
For two independent techniques, assuming one can detect a defect on either of the two to 
“call” it, then the probability of missing a defect using both techniques is: 
 

1-Pmiss-1 and 2 = (1-Pdetection 1) x (1-Pdetection 2) 
 

For the data given in Figure 2, the POD for both AUT techniques is ~80% or 0.8, 
so the probability of missing a defect is 0.2 using one technique. If using both techniques, 
the POD is improved to (assuming the two techniques are independent, as pulse echo and 
TOFD essentially are): 
 

1-Pmiss 1 and 2 = 1-(1-0.8)2 = 1-0.04 = 0.96 or 96%. 
 

This is a substantial improvement, without significantly adding any technology as 
phased arrays and TOFD can be performed simultaneously with the same equipment.  
 



 
FIGURE 2: Sample POD results on welded plates of a variety of thicknesses. 

 
In section 10.3, ASME PCC-3 asks the user to establish an inspection strategy 

based on risk analysis, which includes the detection capability of the inspection technique. 
This is good if data is available. When no data is available, the best approach is probably 
to use multiple techniques, as here.  

 
TOFD for Off-Axis Defects 

Typically, pulse echo ultrasonics is highly directional. For in-service defects like 
stress corrosion cracking, this can be a major disadvantage as SCC can occur at variable 
angles. Detecting off-axis defects is readily done by TOFD [7]. Figures 3 a and b show an 
on-axis TOFD scan and a 45o off-axis TOFD scan respectively. The differences are small, 
i.e. TOFD fulfills its billing as capable of detecting mis-oriented defects. There are 
differences in appearance, but the same three defects are detected in both cases (arrowed).  
 

      
 
FIGURE 3 a (left): TOFD scan normal to weld. FIGURE 3 b (right): TOFD scan at 45o 

orientation to weld.  
 



ACCURATE DEFECT SIZING USING DIFFRACTION  
In addition, TOFD and back diffraction [8] offer the best defect sizing available. 

Both can potentially size to fractions of a millimeter [9], whereas most other sizing 
techniques are in the millimeter range, at best. Figure 4 shows some sample results 
comparing measured and cored data from thermal power plant headers using back 
diffraction. Back diffraction data could be collected at the same time as performing a 
detection scan.  

 

 
Figure 4: Measured vs. actual depth measurements using phased array back 

diffraction.  
 

Accurate sizing can be very important for dispensing defects, avoiding outages 
and unnecessary shutdowns. In particular, accurate sizing should be useful for RBI as 
better predictions can be made.  
 
RECORDING DATA FOR POSTERITY 

Since RBI is an ongoing process, saving the data is important for the next round 
of inspections. Encoded AUT allows full data storage, plus auditing of the results. Even 
manual phased array instruments can record isolated S-scans (e.g. Figure 5) for later 
comparisons, e.g. to see if the defects have grown or other changes have occurred. This 
option is not realistically available on many of the other NDE techniques, e.g. manual 
ultrasonics, magnetic particle or dye checks.  
 



 
 

FIGURE 5: Defect and sizing analysis using S-scans  
 

MULTIPLE SCAN PATTERNS 
Phased array inspections in particular can be tailored to specific defects, and 

multiple defects at the same time. Even portable units like OmniScan can perform 
multigroup scanning, as shown in Figure 6. The advantage of this approach is that 
multiple defect types can be inspected for simultaneously. For example, the E-scans 
could be looking for surface-breaking defects, while the S-scan can be used for recording 
sizing data, or for performing materials characterization, and the various C-scans for 
overall data imaging. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 6: Multigroup scan on OmniScan, showing three A-scans, two E-scans, one S-scans and three C-

scans. 

Defect tip 
signal – 
easy to 
identify 
and size  
 

Crown 
defect – 
clearly 
located 
 



 
TAILORED INSPECTIONS 

Not all components are simple butt welds or similar geometry. Phased arrays are 
particularly applicable to unusual geometries, or to unusual defects. Figure 7 shows a 
weld with Scan Plan giving phased array coverage of the full region [10]. In principle, a 
simple ray tracing approach can be used to demonstrate coverage on almost any 
component, and also to determine whether a specific inspection technique has a 
reasonable probability of detecting the specific defect or damage mechanism. Figure 8 
shows a Scan Plan for a T-weld; again phased arrays and supporting techniques can be 
used.  
 

 
 

FIGURE 7: Double V weld with three S-scans for detailed inspection  
 

 
Figure 8: 20mm bevelled T-weld using standard 45-70o refracted shear wave S-scans with two standoffs 

 
LARGE AREA SCANNING 
As another example of the benefits of combining techniques, large area scanning offers 
further opportunities for AUT. For example, a modified TOFD technique called M-skip 
(for multiple TOFD skips) can rapidly scan and detect defects over a large area [11]. This 
technique is shown schematically in Figure 9. M-skip can map large areas for corrosion, 
or defects, to speed up the inspection.  

 
 



 
Figure 9: M-skip concept, showing ray paths for three signals from the transmitter 

to receiver probes, with wall loss 
 
In addition, short-range guided waves can also be used to inspect the same area [12]. 
Since guided waves typically use different wave modes for inspection, they will typically 
be sensitive to different types and orientations of defects. Conveniently, the guided wave 
modes can be tailored to the application, so effectively the M-skip and guided wave 
techniques will be independent – like phased arrays and TOFD. Figure 10 shows an 
example of the multiple wave modes that can be generated in any specific component. 
These wave modes can be tailored to defects by selecting frequency etc.  
 

 
Figure 10: Sample wave modes in a generic component.  

 
As both M-skip and guided waves are relatively new techniques, POD curves have not 
been widely developed for them. However, some limited POD tests have been performed 
(e.g. on M-skip, [11]), which give some indication of capability.  
 
AUTOMATED ULTRASONIC TESTING and RISK-BASED INSPECTI ON 

Since RBI prefers reliable and repeatable inspections, with recorded data and 
tailored NDT, automated ultrasonic testing is inherently a good fit with RBI. Depending 
on the inspection required, AUT can – in principle – be adapted to most components and 
to a number of damage mechanisms, e.g. corrosion, cracking, some material changes. 



However, AUT cannot do everything; for example, there is no good AUT solution to 
Corrosion Under Insulation yet (though guided waves offers solutions.) 
 

Besides being flexible, AUT now is economically competitive, with the arrival of 
portable phased array and TOFD equipment. However, this equipment requires trained 
operators, which is arguably its biggest limitation today. In addition, these approaches 
require an able operator to perform the set-up, who may or may not be the operator on 
site. However, the benefits of AUT should offset the limitations, especially as AUT is 
now proving itself cost-effective [13].  
 
CONCLUSIONS 

1. Automated Ultrasonic Testing offers major potential for Risk-Based Inspections, 
as it can provide reliable, accurate, repeatable, auditable inspections at 
competitive rates. 

2. The best approach to AUT and RBI is a combination of phased arrays and TOFD, 
which offer many advantages and flexibility. 

3. A combination of phased arrays and TOFD should significantly increase defect 
POD, provided the inspection is well planned. 

4. Improved sizing accuracy through AUT should assist RBI in scheduling 
inspections.  

5. Is “AUT and RBI” a marriage made in heaven? Perhaps, but they have limitations, 
as all marriages do. 
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